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Goals 

 Irrigation 
 Tested drip emitters with various flow rates to determine 

optimal water output for daily plant watering as well as 

the appropriate water tank capacity 

 Created accurate water level sensor for user 

 Integrated soil moisture sensors to provide feedback 

 

 

 

 

 Lighting 
 Placed LED strips of RGB and Cool White in alternating 

pattern to create grow lights and an even distribution of 

the different spectrums 

 Detachable roof was used to place grow lights on in 

order to allow user to access vegetation easily 

 

 

 

 Create an indoor automated herb garden that can be 

expanded to include other types of vegetation 

 Make the farming experience more efficient by decreasing 

human interaction required, reducing margin of human error 

 

Methodology  

Results  
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Herbert: An Automated Modular Indoor Herb Garden 

Research Challenges 

 What is the ideal environment for indoor herb farming? 
  What is the optimal irrigation setup? 

  What spectrum of lighting is the most ideal? 

  In what temperature range do the herbs thrive in? 

 What technology is required to design the environment? 

Motivations 

 More efficient methods of food production are 

required to accommodate the rapidly growing 

global population 

 To reduce the greenhouse gas emissions that 

current agricultural practices are largely 

accountable for 

 Provide a compact farming structure to decrease 

the need for large amounts of agriculture land  

 Climate Control 
 Utilized temperature sensor to track the temperature, if 

it deviates from the ideal range of 60 ℉ to 80 ℉ the 

cooling fan or heating pad will stabilize the environment 

 Cooling fan will also provide air circulation, simulating 

the air flow that vegetation outside is exposed to 

Irrigation 

 Design irrigation pipeline and 

tank with accurate water 

level sensor 

 Respond to soil moisture 

sensor feedback 

Lighting 

 Determine optimal light 

source and provide plant 

with correct wavelength 

requirements based on plant 

stage of growth 

 

 

 

Climate Control 

• Effectively control 

environmental temperature 

using thermal apparatus like 

fans and heating elements 

UI Dashboard 

• Build pages to display 

sensor outputs and analytics 

for user to stay updated with 

• Create notification system 

for user if environmental 

conditions deviate too far 

At the outset of our project, we identified the sub-systems our project would need to perform properly: irrigation, lighting, climate 

control and the UI dashboard. Once we defined those domains and the functionality that was expected, we split up into teams to 

design and build those systems. 

Objectives 

Drip Emitters Soil Moisture Sensor 

Water Tank with Pump 

 UI Dashboard 
 Designed a technology stack 

optimized for prototyping and 

fast iteration cycles using 

client-side rendering via 

Angular 2 

 Conducted domain analysis to 

divide application into 

components like graphs, nav 

elements and pages 

For our final product we integrated each sub-system after confirming that we were using the most efficient setup through various 

forms of testing and alterations. The system was set up to maintain plants that were already growing because of the lack of time to 

grow a plant from seed and also includes the beginning phase of some herbs that are growing. 

 Irrigation 
 0.5 GPH Drip emitters were selected to achieve the optimal 

irrigation with the system initially requiring 200mL per plant 

daily, which our system takes approximately 6.2 minutes. 

 2.5 Gallon water tank chosen to provide 15 days of water, 

reducing required human interaction. Water-level indicator uses 

LEDs to indicate when the tank is full, half-full, and critically low  

 

 

 

 Lighting 
 Red and Blue lights of the RGB strip are used as they are the 

most critical spectrums for plant growth because they initiate 

photosynthesis along with the white to simulate sunlight 

 

 

Cool White LEDs Red and Blue Grow LEDs 

 Climate Control 
 Cooling fan is able to cool by 1 ℉ every 8.75 seconds, taking 130 

seconds to cool down from max temperature 

 Heating pads adjusted to a greater power source and a weaker 

output from the fan to prevent interference with heat generation 

 The user is alerted via Dashboard if the temperature falls below 

65 ℉ or above 90 ℉ 

LEDs indicating full, 

half-full, and critically 

low from left to right  UI Dashboard and Microcontroller 
 Used a Raspberry Pi in order to integrate all sub-systems 

together 

 Created a final dashboard for user providing various types of 

information about the environment  
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